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Abstract
This artifact contains a version of the Godel tool that checks MiGo\(^+\) types – an extension of MiGo from [1] including GoL. Given the extracted MiGo\(^+\) types, the tool can analyse them using the mCRL2 model checker to check several properties including liveness, safety and data race freedom as defined in our paper. The artifact also includes examples, shipped with both the source of the Godel tool and the benchmark repository. The latter also contains the Go source for the benchmark examples. We provide compiled binaries of the artifact in a Docker image, with instructions on how to use them. Finally, for convenience, the Docker image also contains a binary version of the migoinfer\(^+\) tool, developed as a fork from the original migoinfer by Nicholas Ng in [1]. This new version adds the ability to extract shared memory pointers as well as Mutex and RWMutex locks.
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Related Article

1 Scope
The artifact presents a proof-of-concept model checking tool for Go programs to analyse their extracted behavioural types as defined in the companion paper, and check them for several properties, including those checked by the original tool presented in [1] and those defined in the companion paper.

The tool is a frontend to infer mCRL2 formulas and a model from a given MiGo\(^+\) input, and feed them to the mCRL2 model checker in order to get the results for various properties. The tool is written in Haskell and serves as an example for how the properties in the companion paper can be checked in practice, though it is a proof-of-concept and would need more engineering to properly scale with heavy use of channels and select constructs.
The migoinfer+ addition to the Docker image is written in Go, like the original tool, and uses the go/ssa package as a first abstraction layer to extract the primitives we wish to analyse as MiGo+ types. As this tool runs the program under analysis with instrumentation in order to perform such extraction, we require Go to be installed on the system.

2 Content

The artifact includes:
- The source code of the Godel tool, extended with support for Mutex and RWMutex locks, and shared variables, as well as checking for safety and liveness for said locks and data races for shared variables;
- The source code of our benchmark examples, and the script to run them;
- The source code of both migoinfer+ and the underlying MiGo+ types library;
- A Docker image containing binaries of the updated Godel tool, that is able to run on the provided examples, and migoinfer+ to be able to extract MiGo+ types from a given Go source code file;
- A step-by-step instruction on how to load the Docker image and run the different examples, along with warnings for the longer ones if running the automated script (the two longer ones can take several hours to complete on weaker configurations, all others finish within seconds to minutes).

3 Getting the artifact

The artifact endorsed by the Artifact Evaluation Committee is available free of charge on the Dagstuhl Research Online Publication Server (DROPS). Up to date versions of each of the included items, including compilation requirements and instructions, can be found at the following URLs:

- Godel2: https://github.com/JujuYuki/godel2
- The benchmark files and script used to test it, along with short explanations for each example and the expected results: https://github.com/JujuYuki/godel2-benchmark
- migoinfer+: https://github.com/JujuYuki/gospal,
- the underlying types library: https://github.com/JujuYuki/migo
- the Docker image containing pre-compiled versions of Godel2 and its dependencies, as well as a pre-compiled version of migoinfer+: https://hub.docker.com/r/jgabet/godel2

4 Tested platforms

This artifact is known to work on any platform able to run Docker with at least 2GB of free disk space and 2GB of free RAM, and should run with minimal RAM overhead on most smaller examples.

5 License

- Godel2 is released under the BSD 3-Clause License (https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause)
- migoinfer+ and the migo library are released under the Apache License version 2.0 (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html)
6 MD5 sum of the artifact
0965ca24dfe6c9965666c1c25e65d8a07

7 Size of the artifact

The provided package is 470.6 MiB compressed, and 1.7 GiB after decompression.
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